[Study of LI Gao's native place].
Li Gao, a famous doctor in Jin and Yuan Periods, was born in Zhengding County, Hebei Province according to History of the Ming Dynasty. But his tomb in Adang Village, Huangling County, Shanxi Province, the epitaph of tombstone (set up in 1828, the 8th year of the Daoguang Period) and the Li's Genealogica Tree held by the villagers show that LI Gao was the 4th generation of local Li's family. Literatures of the Republic of China period, like Huangling County Annals, also recorded that Huangling county as LI Gao's native place. All of the historical relics, oral historical materials and literatures are of historical value and LI Gao's native place needs to be further investigated.